
LEISURE HOUR. The Leisure hour. Washington, D. C., [7], 1887.

L'ESTRANGE EWEN'S WEEKLY CIRCULAR. L'Estrange Ewen's weekly circular.


LIEVE'S NEW PERFORATOR. Sie Perforator.


LIZTOWS FLIEGENDE BLÄTTER. Sie Fliegende Blätter.
LITTLE SPECTATOR. The Little spectator.

Mt. Pleasant, Iowa; Stouff and Taylor, 1878-1879.


**Only partly philatelic. Nos. 4 and 5 were published together under the date "Jan. and Feb., 1879".** Miss St. Jour. 24 (10).

LITTLE STAMPMAN. The Little stampman.


*With the exception of the front page of each number, which is printed, the rest of the contents is produced by a type-writer.* Miss St. Jour. 152 (9).

LITTLE WAVE. The Little wave.

Alden, Mich.; Van Dermark and Wagoner, etc., 1897-98.

Vol. 12 and 8°. 8 in. nos. in vols.

*Some of the numbers of this non-philatelic journal contain a "Stamp collectors’ directory". The library only has vol. 11, no. 4, September 1, 1897, vol. 13, no. 7, December, 1897, vol. 14, no. 1, July, 1898, and vol. 14, no. 11, April, 1898 (for “1899”?). The second is folio and the three others are octavo and the second and last are printed on rose paper. The last has the title reading: "The Little wave and Kentucky colonel—consolidated".* Miss St. Jour. 257 (5).

LITTLE WONDER. The Little wonder.


32°. 4 in. No. 6, April, 1895.

**Only partly philatelic. Miss Russell is stated to be editor, publisher, printer and devil and her age is given as twelve. Wanting.**

LIVERPOOL AND NEWPORT STAMP ADVERTISER. See Liverpool Stamp Advertiser.

LIVERPOOL STAMP ADVERTISER. The Liverpool stamp advertiser.

Liverpool, F. G. Jones, 1863.


[Continued as:]

— The Liverpool and Newport stamp advertiser.

Newport, Mon.; Stamp and Co., 1863-64.

8°. 8 in. Nos. 4-14, Aug. 15, 1863-June 15, 1864.

*No. 12 for April 16, 1864, is wrongly numbered "10". The title of nos. 15 and 16 reads "The Liverpool and Newport stamp advertiser, with which is incorporated the Newcastle and Gateshead stamp advertiser and review".*

LIVERPOOL STAMP COLLECTOR’S JOURNAL. The Liverpool stamp collector’s journal.

Liverpool, J. C. Wroe, 1865.

8°. 8 in. Nos. 1-8, Apr. 1-July 1, 1863.

Lodge Record. The Lodge record. Devoted to fraternity.

Benson, Minn.; Ernest R. Aldrich, 1904-07.

8°. 8 in. Nos. in vols.


LONDON AND NEW YORK STAMP COLLECTORS’ REVIEW. The London and New York stamp collectors’ review.


LONDON AND PROVINCIAL STAMP COLLECTORS’ GUIDE AND ADVERTISER. See London and Provincial stamp advertiser.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL STAMP ADVERTISER. The London and Provincial stamp advertiser.

London, A. Murray, 1863.

8°. 8 in. Nos. in vols.

*The journal is advertised in "The Boy’s own magazine" of August, 1868. The advertisement reads: "The London and Provincial stamp advertiser. Nos. 1 and 2 are ready. Both numbers post free for two stamps. They contain articles on the stamp trade, dealers’ advertisements etc. . . Address Murray, Wood & Co., 7 Prince Street, Bondi, London. Aged and wanted.” The following advertisements in the "Stamp collectors’ review and monthly advertiser" of July 15 and August 15, 1863, also refer to the same journal: "Edward Upjohn, Bookseller, supplies foreign stamps at reasonable prices. Illustrated list 2d., on list August, No. 1 of the London and Provincial stamp collectors’ guide and advertiser”, with monthly summary, list of dealers, etc. 2d. Society, Great Coward London, W.C. A similar advertisement, with alteration of a few words, appeared in..."
in the "Stamp collector's magazine" of August 1, 1859, and in the "Boy's own magazine" of August, 1863. It will be noticed that the title of the journal is wrongly given in Edward Upjohn's advertisements. No copy of no. 2 is known to exist. The front page of no. 1 is illustrated in the "Journal of the Philatelic Literature Society" of January, 1910. "---"


LONDON AUCTION RECORD. See HOPKINS BROS' MONTHLY BIDDING RECORD, AND LONDON AUCTION RECORD.


---

London, E. Owen and T. Harrison, 1858.

London, Henry Hooper, 1840.


---

LONDON AUCTION RECORD. See HOPKINS BROS' MONTHLY BIDDING RECORD, AND LONDON AUCTION RECORD.

---

LONDON PHILATELIC EXCHANGE CIRCULAR. The London phalatelic exchange circular. Devoted entirely to the sale and exchange of stamps, with a circulation amongst collectors and dealers all over the world.

---

LONDON PHILATELICAL MONTHLY JOURNAL. The London philatelic monthly journal of the Philatelic Society, London. 8°. 114 in. nos. in vols. in progress. 1912

---

LONDON LONDONER BRIEFMARKEN-AUCTIONÄR. See LONDONER PHILATELIST.

---


---

LONER STAR JUNIOR. The Lone Star junior. San Antonio, Tex., [?]. 1900.

---


---


---

LONG ISLAND PHILATELIST. The Long Island philatelist. A monthly magazine. Brooklyn, N. Y., etc., Ashcroft and Ogden, etc., 1892-93.

---

LUDW. VAL. FLECK'S FRANKFURTER BRIEFMARKEN-ANZEIGER. See FRANKFURTER BRIEFMARKEN-ANZEIGER.

---


---

Lyon, V. Desage, 1900.

---

Lyon, V. Desage, 1900.

---

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.